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�OUrNEY OF THE LONE WOLF

BLACK DYKE BAND
Conducted by Professor Nicholas J. Childs & Elgar Howarth

1. �ou�ney of the Lone Wolf Simon Dobson 16.59
Première Studio Recording  © Faber Music

2.-4. Sonatina Elgar Howarth
Première Studio Recording  © Kirklees Music

Cornet Soloist Richard Marshall
Conductor Elgar Howarth

i.4.45
ii.5.07
iii.7.38

5. Muckle Flugga Rory Boyle 16.45
Première Studio Recording  © Kirklees Music

6.-8. This Wicked St�uggle Stan Nieuwenhuis
Tenor Horn Soloist Jonathan Bates  © Band Press VOF

i. Maestoso 2.01
ii. Adagio 3.29
iii. Allegro 3.43

9. The Legend of King A�thu� Peter Meechan 16.44
© Peter Meechan Music

Total CD Playing Time 77.40

DOY CD348



�ou�ney of the Lone Wolf - Simon Dobson

Black Dyke Band's spectacular first performance of Journey of the Lone Wolf at Manchester's 
Bridgewater Hall, as part of the 2014 RNCM Festival of Brass, heralded a landmark 
year for composer Simon Dobson (b.1981). His acclaimed 104 minute score for the 
British Film Institute's restoration of the 1927 epic World War 1 silent film The Battles 
of Coronel and Falkland Islands was a second major project of the year, and following its 
publication in a slightly shortened form, not recorded here, Journey of the Lone Wolf was 
performed in a brass band competition in Holland, as a set test, and elsewhere in Europe.

This dramatic and intensely colourful work presents three musical portraits of the great 
Hungarian composer, pianist and folklorist, Béla Bartók (1881-1945). In that respect Journey 
of the Lone Wolf is a sequel to Dobson's earlier work Symphony of Colours, which centres on the 
music of the French composer Olivier Messiaen. Simon Dobson describes the often lonely and 
seemingly aloof Bartók as a Lone Wolf: ‘A man who fought tyranny and fascism through his 
music. His journey took him from the hills of the Balkans to the heart of the New World. 
His singular vision may have meant a life out in the cold, a life without warmth and love, a 
life without true happiness and a death mourned by few in a strange land.’ 
This is the composer's programme note:

1. Capturing the Peasants’ Song
After the upheaval of moving to Budapest the young Béla Bartók meets Zoltán Kodály and the 
pair embark on summertime adventures throughout the Hungarian countryside to collect 
and catalogue the astonishing variety (both harmonically and rhythmically) of gypsy and folk 
music heard in the Balkans. The arrival of WW1 plunges Bartók's beloved Hungary into chaos.

2. Night Music
Bartók was at times a cold man, aloof and lonely. The odd moments of tenderness he showed 
are portrayed here in a series of evocative solos. His brief but intense affairs speak of a love he 
could only long for. Jazz is my night music and here there are hints of what Bartók may have 
heard in the USA later in his life.
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3. Flight and Fight
Having been forced by the world's evils to leave his homeland of Hungary for America, Bartók, 
the anti-fascist, felt isolated and angry. In this movement we hear his longing for a simpler 
time of gypsy folk dances as well as his maturity and depth as a composer finally exploring 
deeper colours and darker themes. 

While Dobson does not quote directly from Bartók's music, he alludes to the character and 
style of the Hungarian's popular Romanian Folk Dances and also to the late masterpiece Music for 
Strings, Percussion and Celeste.

The composer writes:
In January of last year Black Dyke Band gave the world première of my new test piece, ‘Journey of 
the Lone Wolf’ (commissioned by the band) at the Festival of Brass, held that year in Manchester's 
Bridgewater Hall. The work is a description of the life and works of one of my favourite composers, Béla 
Bartók, and as a test work would have been a challenge to any band in the world! However, ‘Dyke’ took 
my music to a whole new level and the visceral intensity and wall of sound they created blew me away!

Here, in its first recorded version, the band and soloists create a tapestry of colours and textures that 
very few could hope to match and, under the guidance of Nicholas Childs, have ensured that my score 
stayed true to its intentions whilst giving life to the already strange and often intense story of Bartóks’ 
lonely life. Within this performance the band recreates the vigour and high emotion of a contest 
performance whilst elegantly manoeuvring through the diverse range of styles needed to portray the 
life of a composer whose like is often misunderstood. A huge thank you to the band and Nick for bringing 
my score to life!

ELGAr HOWArTH

Born in 1935 in Eccles, Elgar Howarth attended the local Grammar 
School and became principal cornet of the Barton Hall Works 
Band when only 14 years old. His father, the band's conductor, 
was his only teacher until, at the age of 17, he took trumpet 
lessons from Cecil Kidd at the Royal Manchester College of 
Music, by which time he had won the Alexander Owen Memorial 
Scholarship and written his first piece for brass band.
 
Following studies at Manchester University and two years with 
the RAF Central Band, he became a professional trumpeter, first 
with the Royal Opera House Orchestra at Covent Garden and later 
with various London orchestras and ensembles. It was with the London Sinfonietta that he 
made his conducting debut in 1969. His career since 1975 has been international, conducting 
opera and concerts in most European countries as well as appearing regularly with the leading 
British orchestras and opera companies.
 
In March 1997 Elgar Howarth was recognised for his achievements in the field of Opera and 
was the recipient of an Olivier Award with particular to his work on Henze's Prince of Homburg 
and Zimmerman's Die Soldaten.
 
Associated with Grimethorpe Colliery Band for over 30 years, he became their Music Advisor 
in 1972, and has written extensively for brass bands, listing amongst his favourites Songs for BL, 
Hymns at Heaven's Gate and Fireworks. He has written a number of concerti for brass instruments 
including for Trombone, Euphonium, Horn and Trumpet and most recently the Sonatina for 
Richard Marshall.
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 Sonatina - Elga� Howa�th

Elgar Howarth (b.1935) has long admired the effortless technique and tone of the cornet 
playing of Black Dyke Band's Principal Cornet Richard Marshall. The modest title of the work 
that he composed for and dedicated to Richard in the autumn of 2007, Sonatina, belies the 
work's technical challenges. Originally composed with piano, the composer's realisation 
for band is fragmentary in layout. Wisps of texture and colour weave through various small 
ensembles within the band in support of the soloist, who takes centre stage throughout the 
virtuoso opening movement. The second movement is calmer and simpler in its tonality. “I 
was aiming for the sound world of Aaron Copland”, Howarth explains, “and dedicated this 
movement to the memory of a Spanish friend of my son”. After a dramatic cadenza section, 
the brilliant finger-flying material returns in the finale, which ends in a dramatic flourish from 
the whole band. 

The composer writes:
Commissioned by the Black Dyke Band to provide a new piece “in your own style”! for their principal 
cornetist, I felt free to exceed normal boundaries both musically and technically.

Richard Marshall is in my view the greatest cornet player the British band culture has ever produced. I 
make no exceptions. Here, he dispatched my virtuosic demands with a verve, a musicality – an instinctive 
sense of style – with a nonchalance which is startling: most of the piece was ‘delivered’ in one ‘take’.

Black Dyke supports him to the last demi-semi quaver.  Older listeners may dispute the thought – but is 
this their greatest band ever?  Their precision rivals the London Sinfonietta. 

�ONATHAN BATES

Jonny started playing tenor horn aged 9 with the Thurlstone Band 
near Sheffield, where he still remains a member and has formed 
(and conducts) a training band, who have won awards at the 
National Youth Championships.
 
Through the earlier years of his playing, Jonny was a member of 
Skelmanthorpe and Elland Bands.  In 2009, he moved to the 1st 
Horn seat with Carlton Main Frickley Colliery Band, before later 
that year joining Brighouse and Rastrick on the same seat, with 
which he enjoyed victories at both the Regional and National 
Championships. Jonny moved to the vacant 1st horn seat at Black 
Dyke in October 2010.  
On the soloist platform, Jonny has reached the final of BBC Radio 2 Young Brass Soloist of the 
Year on two consecutive occasions, and in 2012 became only the second tenor horn player to 
ever reach the Brass category final of the BBC Young Musician of the Year competition. As 
Principal Horn of the National Youth Brass Band of Great Britain since 2010, Jonny won two 
coveted awards presented on the course. In Easter 2011 he was the inaugural recipient of the 
Harold and Bernard Tovey Memorial award for Outstanding Musical Contribution, and then in 
the Summer of 2011 won the prestigious Harry Mortimer Solo Award.

Aside from his playing, Jonny dedicates a lot of time to composing, and his major works for 
brass band have been used as set works for the UK National Championships, French Open, 
Dutch Nationals and New Zealand National Championships. 
 
Following two years at Leeds College of Music, Jonny started studying performance and 
composition at the Royal Northern College of Music in 2013. Jonny was appointed Principal 
Horn at Black Dyke Band in September 2013.
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Muckle Flugga - ro�y Boyle

Commissioned by the Scottish Brass Band Association as the set test piece for the 2014 
European Championships, held in Perth, Muckle Flugga is the first work for brass band 
composed by Professor of Composition at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, Rory Boyle 
(b.1951). The sound world of Muckle Flugga is direct and dissonant. At its heart is a simple motif 
that the listening ear can follow throughout the piece – a falling semitone, which first appears 
soon after the start like a foghorn. This is intentional, as the stormy music is partly inspired 
by the Stevenson Lighthouse built between 1854 and 1857 on the most northerly point of the 
British Isles, the tiny island of Muckle Flugga north of Unst in the Shetlands. A local legend 
provided the second starting point, as the composer explains: “According to the legend two 
giants, Herma and Saxa, fell in love with a mermaid. They fought over her by throwing rocks at 
each other. One of the rocks became Muckle Flugga. The mermaid taunted them that whoever 
could swim after her and get to the North Pole first could marry her. As neither could swim, 
they both drowned!”

Muckle Flugga is in four clearly defined parts, beginning with the full force of surging seas and 
howling gales in Wild Seas and Winds. After the brief but intense Introduction, we encounter 
the Giants, who emerge from the depths of the band. “I wanted a pre-historic sound here,” 
Boyle says, “and a manifestation of size and threat. I had in my mind the two giants fighting for 
supremacy.”  The moment of drowning is unmistakable, as we hear the gradually ‘submerging’ 
tones of a trio of cornets (using practice mutes) and the low bass tones that disappear into the 
depths from whence they came. 

Laments for the Drowned is, in the composer's words, “a lament not only for the giants 
but for the many mariners who had come to grief on those treacherous rocks before 
the lighthouse was built. It also gave me the opportunity to add in a number of solos.”
Each one is extremely demanding in terms of compass and contour, ending with an 
extraordinary passage exploring the pedal notes of the flugel horn. In the background of 

rICHArD MArSHALL

One of the finest cornet players of his generation, Richard began 
playing the cornet at the age of nine. Throughout his early playing 
years he became a recipient of numerous awards, such as the Harry 
Mortimer Brass Student of the Year, the Professor Charles Leggett 
Cornet Prize and he became the British Open Junior Solo Champion 
in successive years.

It was in 1996, whilst at the age of 19 that Richard became Principal 
Cornet of Grimethorpe Colliery Band, a position he held for 10 years. 
During this time Richard gained a BA (Hons) in Band Studies and an 
LRSM in Bandmastership. He was also awarded the Soloist prize at 
the Brass in Concert Championship on no less than three occasions. 

His debut solo CD recording The Debutante was released in 1999, his second recording Blaze, 
released in 2005, received world-wide acclaim and was awarded Solo CD of the Year by British 
Bandsman and 4Barsrest. His first solo CD recorded with the Black Dyke Band, Eminence, was 
released in October 2007 and was also awarded Solo CD of the Year by British Bandsman, 
4Barsrest and Brass Band World. His latest release is Cornet Heritage Collection, Volume 1. 

As a performer Richard has travelled to America, Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, Japan, New 
Zealand and several European countries. He has performed solos in the world's finest concert 
venues such as Sydney Opera House and Carnegie Hall. Richard is also a regular tutor with the 
National Youth Brass Band of Great Britain and the National Youth Band of Wales.

Richard became Principal Cornet of Black Dyke Band at the beginning of 2006, a position 
that is regarded as the “highest prized seat in banding”. Richard is looking forward to many 
successful years with the band.
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the next passage is a dislocated tune in the baritones. This is derived from an old Scottish 
tune which Boyle first used many years previously also as a lament in an orchestral work In 
Memoriam Culloden. When it returns in the final section to mark the start of the coda high on 
solo horn, the original line is restored, but the rhythm is displaced by a quaver. 

Muckle Flugga ends with the building of The Lighthouse. Boyle's fondness for leaping lines 
and closely worked canons high in the range creates great excitement, building to a powerful 
climax: “This final movement is all about noise and man's ability if not to harness nature, then 
to do the utmost to overcome the elemental and unpredictable power of nature. The music 
ends in the heroic brass band key of B flat of course!”

The composer writes:
There was some very exciting playing in the opening section. I enjoyed the playing and thought that the 
central Lament was very expressive and moving. The solos were beautifully shaped and the recording 
quality and balance sounded excellent.

 
This Wicked St�uggle - Stan Nieuwenhuis

This Wicked Struggle was one of the first pieces Stan Nieuwenhius (b.1985) wrote for 
brass band after he began composing in 2010. Born in Holland, he grew up in Brussels 
and is now based in Antwerp. Following trumpet studies at the Lemmensinstituut in 
Leuven, he started composing and arranging for his friends in the Exit Brass! Quartet. 
Nieuwenhuis has also trained as a sound engineer and creates electronic soundtracks 
and write pop songs – both of which influence his approach to composing for band.  

This short, virtuosic concert piece for tenor horn and brass band was written for fellow Exit 
Brass! member Tim Maeseneer and is played here by the talented young composer and tenor 
horn virtuoso, Jonathan Bates. The first movement opens with the entry of warriors and 

creating Double Champions in 2014. In 
2009, and again in 2011, 2012 and 2013, it 
became Champion Band at the English 
National Championships.

Black Dyke Band is the most recorded 
band in the world, with over 350 
recordings and the number growing 
every year. Under Prof. Childs, it has 
received multiple CD of the Year awards 
in the brass press. One recent mark of the 
band's reputation came in August 2007 
when Black Dyke was invited to take part 
in the BBC Promenade Concerts at the 
Royal Albert Hall, London. The band has 
appeared in major concerts halls around 
the world from New York to Tokyo. Its 
performing and recording schedule can 
be considered among the busiest and 
most productive of any British brass band.

In 2006 as part of its initiative to sponsor the work of young people, Black Dyke Band, under the 
guidance of Prof. Nicholas Childs assisted by qualified members, formed the Yorkshire Youth 
Brass Band. The purpose of the enterprise is to inspire and motivate young people aged 11 to 
21 in full time education to achieve their full potential as musicians, composers and citizens.
The band takes its logo of the stag's head and Latin quotation from the armorial bearings 
granted in 1857 to John Foster, founder of the band. The quotation translates to

“ACT JUSTLY AND FEAR NOTHING”
www.blackdykeband.co.uk
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describes the first phase of a battle in which both warriors test the field and deliver their first 
blows. The slow second movement depicts the dreams, sadness and the vivid flashbacks of 
the defeated warrior, before he finds the strength to get up again and in the finale we are once 
again in the heat of battle. Towards the end the opening theme returns.  Its slower pace and 
static mood symbolizes the weariness of both warriors. A final effort decides the battle in 
favour of the player!

The composer writes:
Jonathan Bates feels every nuance in the music and really brings the theme of the piece to life. In the 
fast movements of the piece you can feel the intense energy of the band and the solo player. In the slower 
movements they really manage to show the contrast with a beautiful sound, just as I had in mind.

The Legend of King A�thu� - Pete� Meechan

Following his undergraduate studies at the Royal Northern College of Music, Peter Meechan 
(b.1980) was appointed Black Dyke Band's first Young Composer in Association. “Nicholas 
Childs gave me an unbelievable opportunity with Black Dyke,” Dr Meechan has reflected. 
“and without the chance he gave me, I probably wouldn't be in the position I am today.” The 
Legend of King Arthur was the first big piece composed following the completion of his doctoral 
studies at the University of Salford. Commissioned by Brass Band Bürgermusik Luzern and 
conductor Michael Bach, to perform at the 2010 Swiss National Championships, it was chosen 
as the set test for the 2014 National Championship Section finals, which Black Dyke won.

The Legend of King Arthur begins in modern day Glastonbury (the legendary Avalon, where 
Arthur is thought to be buried). A brief, bold rock overture immediately locates us, with its 
pounding beat and rock anthem theme representing the heroic Arthur. A surging first climax 
gives way to a mysterious incantation for solo euphonium. The euphonium symbolises the 
wizard Merlin, who places into the stone the sword Excalibur, upon which is inscribed; ‘Whoso 
pulleth out this sword of this stone and anvil is rightwise king born of all England’. 

declared: “We are very proud to be able to honour Nicholas Childs’ outstanding contribution 
to the music profession with a professorial title, and I look forward to working with him as we 
enhance our brass band offer at the Royal Northern College of Music under the aegis of the new 
Philip Jones Centre of Brass.”

Other representative honours that have recently been given to Childs include an Honorary 
Doctorate from Leeds Metropolitan University where he served as Professor in Music and 
Recording, the Iles Medal from the Worshipful Company of Musicians in recognition of services 
to brass bands and the Freedom of the City of London.

Nick is married to Alison who plays tenor horn with Black Dyke, and his daughter Rebecca plays 
baritone and is studying Performance and Conducting at the University of Salford.

BLACK DYKE BAND

Located in the Yorkshire village of Queensbury, Black Dyke Band holds the highest rank in 
the worldwide brass band community. Critics have rightfully declared it to ‘stand alone’ in the 
history of brass bands. Starting in 1816 as a brass and reed band, the modern brass band sites its 
founding year as 1855, under the title Black Dyke Mills Band, named after the firm run by John 
Foster and Sons that sponsored the group. The band's heralded story told in 150 Golden Years 
(1855-2005) by one of its former conductors, the late Dr Roy Newsome, demonstrates a band 
that has dominated the British contest arena from its earliest days.

Not content to rest on past laurels, Black Dyke has continued to garner significant wins under 
its current Music Director, Prof. Nicholas Childs, who took on musical leadership of the band in 
the autumn of 2000. In 2012 the band became European Champion Band for the 12th time. In 
September 2006 at Symphony Hall Birmingham, Black Dyke Band was declared British Open 
Champion for the second year running. Although they have not entered the contest every 
year, in 2014 the band, for the 30th time, was declared British Open Champion. The band has 
also been National Champion of Great Britain on 23 occasions, most recently in October 2014, 
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What follows underscores the failed attempts of the contenders to prise the sword from the 
stone. You won't miss Arthur's successful attempt with the jangling of triangles, the sound 
of the ‘lion's roar’ drum and the rising tension in the solo cornet and marimba figuration.  
The triumphant return of Arthur's theme (minus the rock drumming) marks his accession 
to the throne.

The scene changes to that of Arthur's greatest victory, The Battle of Mount Badon, where he 
defeated the Saxon invaders. Meechan portrays Arthur as ‘a brave, bold and confident warrior’ 
in two waves of driving, rhythmic music based on a jazz groove version of the Arthur theme. 
Then the scene is suddenly transformed. Out of the stillness we hear the seductive sounds 
of Guinevere's seductive theme. This penultimate section tells the tale of Arthur's tragic love 
for Guinevere. Her music is set in a timeless, folk-like world to begin, with solo flugel horn 
supported by a series of chords intoned by the band. Instrumental lines gradually intensify, 
becoming more widely separated as Arthur and Guinevere drift further apart. The increasing 
activity in the timpani, without any increase in the overall speed, suggests the growing 
tension, which builds to the loudest climax so far.
  
Guinevere's affair with Sir Lancelot has tragic consequences for Arthur, who we hear next in 
mortal battle with his nephew Mordred. The end for Arthur is near. His fall is portrayed by a 
single euphonium, whose soaring phrase, so full of tension, finally collapses into the basses. 
Arthur's story finishes there, but Meechan engineers a big finish – a triumphant reprise of the 
opening material as Arthur is taken back to Avalon to die.

The composer writes:
Last October (2014), Black Dyke and Nick – the final band to perform at the National Championships 
– took to the stage in the Royal Albert Hall in search of a historic “double”. The hall was packed full of 
bandsmen and other audience members, the stakes were high, and what followed in the next 16 minutes 
was musical energy, power and emotion (not to mention breath taking playing!) that was second to 
none – it was the sort of performance composers only dare dream of. In this studio recording the band 
and conductor (in combination with brilliant production) have somehow managed to recapture all of 
the energy, power and emotion that took them to victory – to achieve that in an adrenalin fuelled live 
performance (especially in the “cauldron” of a brass band contest) is one thing, but to produce that in a 
studio recording is an even more difficult skill. Bravo Nick, bravo Black Dyke.

PrOFESSOr NICHOLAS �. CHILDS 
DMA, MA, FLCM, ARCM (Hons)

Professor Nicholas Childs has achieved the highest international 
reputation as a performer, teacher, conductor, interpreter and 
advocate of new music, and producer of pacesetting recordings. 
Nicholas has had phenomenal success with many brass bands, 
including 32 highly acclaimed national and international titles. 

His current tenure as Principal Conductor and Director of Music 
of the famous Black Dyke Band has been marked with continued 
contest success, mostly recently in claiming the 2014 British Open 
and National Brass Band Championships of Great Britain. Five of 
the six British National titles he has achieved have been secured directing Black Dyke Band. 
Further acclaim has come for his many innovative concerts and world premières featuring a 
variety of soloists and musical combinations. His recordings with Black Dyke Band have been 
heralded as the very best in the brass band world including multiple CD of the Year awards. 
Among these are outstanding collections of the music of Eric Ball, Edward Gregson, Peter 
Graham, Wilfred Heaton and Philip Wilby. In recent years Professor Childs has also premièred 
with Black Dyke Band many new works by other leading British composers such as Michael 
Ball, Arthur Butterworth, Martin Ellerby, Kenneth Hesketh, Elgar Howarth, Peter Meechan, 
Rodney Newton and Ian Wilson.

Nicholas gives important emphasis to the development of the brass band movement. This 
comes via his commitment to the training of outstanding young musicians both at the 
collegiate level as well as within the National Youth Brass Band of Great Britain (Associate 
Conductor), the Yorkshire Youth Brass Band and the National Children's Brass Band of Great 
Britain (founder and Music Director). He currently serves as Professor of Music at the Royal 
Northern College of Music, where he has taught for over twenty years.  When bestowing this 
prestigious professorship on Dr Childs in 2014, Professor Linda Merrick, Principal, RNCM, 




